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ABSTRACT 
Given matrices of the same size, A = [aij] and B = [bjj], we define their 
Hadamard product to be A 0 B = [aijbij]. We show that if xi > 0 and 9 > p > 0, 
then the n x n matrices 
are positive definite, and we relate these facts to some matrix valued arithmetic- 
geometric-harmonic mean inequalities-some of which involve Hadamard products 
and others unitarily invariant norms. It is known that if A is positive semidefinite then 
where II. II denotes the spectral norm. We show that the converse of this statement is 
false and give a useful partial converse. 
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1. INTKODUCTION 
Let M, denote the space of n X n complex matrices. We define the 
H&mad product of A = [u,~] E M,, and B = [b,j] E M,, to be [nijhij] E 
M,. For A = [ati] E II~,~ and h E R we define A’!” = [al;] (if p is noninte- 
gral we assume that the entries of A are positive, and if p is negative we 
assume that the entries of A are nonzero). Given A E Ml, we define the 
linear map S, : M,, --) M,, by S,(B) = A0 B. Tl le well-known Schur product 
theorem (e.g., [3, Theorem 7.5.31) states 
A,B>O =j AoB>0. (1.1) 
Let us denote the spectral norm on M,, by II . 11, and define IISAll, the induced 
norm of S,, to be 
llS.411 = rnax{liAo 1311: IIBII G 1). (1.2) 
If ((S,II is defined as in (1.2) and ))I * ((I ‘1 y is dn unitarily invariant norm, not 
necessarily the spectral norm, then 
III A0 B III G llSAll III B III for all A, B E M,, (1.3) 
This equality follows from (35) and (36) in [I]. Given x E R:, define the 
f2 X n matrices 
xi +xj 
A(x) = 2 , G(r) = [fi], H(r) -2[(s,l +x1-I)-‘]. I 1 
Given r E C”, define 
exl - ex, 
K(x) = I 1 x,-xxi 
Define the partial order fO on M,, by 
A<.B * I(AoXII<(\BoX(\ forall XEM,,. 
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We will show that some matrix valued arithmetic-geometric mean inequal- 
ities that apparently do not involve the Hadamard product can be proved very 
easily using well-known facts about the Hadamard product (see [5] and [6] for 
other matrix inequalities where the Hadamard product is useful). 
To determine whether A G R is equivalent to determining whether 
lls*OBC+ ]I < 1 (assuming that B has no 0 entries). In general this is not 
simple, but in the case where A 0 B(-‘) has constant positive main diagonal 
entries that are at most 1 (e.g., if both A and B are correlation matrices) we 
will show, in Theorem 1.3, that it is equivalent to check whether A 0 B’- ‘1 is 
positive semidefinite: a possibly simpler calculation. 
The next two results will be useful in proving Theorem 1.3. Let o,(A), 
i=l > , n, denote the singular values of A E M,, 
LEMMA 1.1 [3, Theorem 7.4.91. Let A E M,,. Then 
2 a,, = i aj( A) 
i=l i=l 
if and only if A is positive semidefinite 
LEMMA 1.2. Let A E M,,. Then 
llS,lI = max 
Proof. Use the fact that the spectral norm and the trace norm are duals; 
see [5. Lemma 2.11 for the details. n 
It is not easy to compute J/S,]] f or a general matrix A, but in the special 
case that A is positive semidefinite it is known that 
llSAll = max{aii : i = 1,. . , n} = max(]njj(: i,j = 1, . . . . n}. (1.4) 
This fact has been observed in [l, p, 3631; it also follows very easily from the 
second part of Theorem 5.5.18 in [4]. 
In Example I.4 we will show that the converse of this is not true, but in 
the next theorem we give a partial converse. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let A, P E M, be given. Suppose that PA has constant 
positive main diagonal entries, nnd that P is a generalized permutation (i.e., 
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P = DQ where D is diagonal and unitary and Q is a permutation). Then 
~r-oc$ Let A, P E M,, satisfy the conditions of the theorem. Since 
(\S,,(( = I(S,(I, we may assume that P = I. Furthermore, we may assume that 
n,i = 1, i = 1,. , n. We must show that (IS,I( = 1 if and only if A > 0. 
The “if’ part is just (1.4), . $0 let us assume that l\SAll = 1 and show that A 
must be positive semidefinite. Let E E RI,, be the matrix of all ones. Then 
tvi(E) = n. 
By assumption II S,(J = 1 , so by Lemma I.2 we have 
C ai( A) = C a,( A0 E) < IlS,lI C g(E) = n = C ‘ii 
i=l i=l i=l i=l 
Hence, by Lemma 1.1, A must be positive semidefinite. n 
The condition that the main diagonal entries are constant in Theorem 1.3 
is necessq, as we now show. 
EXAMPLE 1.4. Take 11 > 2 and x E R” with the xi distinct. Then it is 
easy to see that K(x) is not positive semidefinite; for example, no 2 X 2 
principal submatrix is positive semidefinite. In fact one can show that there is 
no generalized permutation P such that PK( x) is positive semidefinite. 
However, using the identity 
entrywise, we see that for any matrix A E M,l 
K o A = /‘D~~AD(~-~) &, 
0 
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where D = diag(e”l, . , e”I). We may assume that X, = max xi. Then for 
any unitarily invariant norm II) . I)( we have 
Thus l(SKJI ,< exl = K,,. It easy to show that IISK(,,II > max I Kij(, and hence 
IISKc,,ll = max{K,,}. Thus we have an example of a matrix K such that PK is 
not positive semidefinite for any generalized permutation P for which 
llS,II = max Kii. 
2. ARITHMETIC-GEOMETRIC MEAN INEQUALITIES 
Our first result is a Hadamard product version of the arithmetic- 
geometric-harmonic mean inequality. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let x E R’;. Then 
A(x) >oG(r) >a H(m). (2.1) 
Proof. Since the main diagonal entries of A(n-)(- I) 0 G(x) are all 1, in 
order to prove the first inequality it is sufficient to show that A( x>‘- ‘) 0 G( r> 
is positive semidefinite, and for this it is sufficient [by (l.l>] to show that 
A(r)‘- ‘) and G(X) are positive semidefinite. The matrix G(x) is clearly a 
rank 1 positive semidefinite matrix, while A(r) _ , ( ‘) being a Hilbert matrix, is 
positive semidefinite, since X, > 0. The second inequality can be proved in 
the same way. n 
We can now give a simple proof of another arithmetic-geometric mean 
inequality for matrices due to Bhatia and Davis 12, Theorem 11. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let A, I?, X E M,,, and let (11 . (11 he any unitarily 
invariant norm on M,,. Then 
2 I() A*XB I(( < (11 AA*X + XBB* (11. (2.2) 
Proof. First consider the case where A = B. By continuity we may 
assume that A is nonsingular. By taking a singular value decomposition of A 
we may assume that A = diag(a,) with gi > 0. Now (2.2) is 
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or equivalently 
where xi = oi2. This inequality follows from the fact that CC X> <a A( XI and 
hence 
together with (1.3). Th e g eneral case follows from the case A = B applied to 
This result can be strengthened to Theorem 2.3 (see [2] for the prooD, 
and from this we will generalize the inequality for nonnegative real numbers 
XC’ + y” x I’ + y I’ 
oo/? a (XY)lJ/e 
to matrices by showing that if x E RI: and q > p 2 0, then the matrix 
if q>p>Oand x,y>O 
rl’ + XI’ 
/ I. 1 x ” + x :’ I 
is positive semidefinite. Note that if we take p = 0 and q = 1, then this gives 
us the known fact that the Hilbert matrix [(xi + xi)-’ ] is positive semi- 
definite. 
THEOKEM 2.3. Let A, B, X E M,, with A, B positive semidefinite be 
given. Then 
f(p) ZE 111 A’+“XB’-” + A’-lJXBL+?’ 11) 
is convex on [ - 1, l] and attains its minimum at 0. In particular, f is a 
nondecreasing fknction on [O, 11. 
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COROLLARY 2.4. Lat x E R: ad q >, p > 0 be given. Then 
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A( ,(P)) o G( x(P))(-J) <o A( x(Y)) o G( x(Y))(-” (2.4) 
0 < A( ,(P)) o A( I(Y))(-” = (2.5) 
Proof. Let us prove the first inequality. Take x E R: and 1 > q > p > 
0. Let A = B = diag(&, . . ,&I. Given any Y E M,,, let X = A-‘YB-‘. 
Then the function f in Theorem 2.3 (with (11 * I(( = 11. /I> is 
f(t) =iiYo[ (yq = /I Y 0 [ A( x’“‘) 0 G( N(‘))(- “1 1. 
So the monotonic&y off on [O, 11 now implies 
Since this is true for any Y E M,,, we have (2.4), at least in the case q < 1. 
The general case, q > b > 0, foiiows from this by taking $ 
and ii = ~7. 
= 1, $ = p/q, 
1) I 
To obtain (2.5), note that (2.4) and Theorem 1.3 imply 
0 < A( r(P)) 0 A( .(Y))(- ‘) o [ G( x(q)) o G( .(p))( 
= A( r(P)) o A( r(Y))(- ‘) o G( .$P)). 
This inequality, together with the fact that G( x (P-(f)) is positive semidefinite 
and the Schur product theorem (l.l), gives (2.5): 
() < [ A( +‘)) o A( .(9))(- ‘) o G( #-9))] o G( ,(9-P)) = A( .(P)) o A( .(9))(- I), 
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